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Abstract 
Greene, T., Descriptively sufficient subcollections of flats in matroids, Discrete Mathematics 87 
(1991) 149-161. 
A concept of descriptive sufficiency is introduced to characterize the subcollections of flats 
from which the key properties of a matroid can be determined by certain convenient 
conditions. The concept of descriptive sufficiency is related to the essential flats, and an 
algorithm is proposed which constructs the erections of an arbitrary matroid in terms of a 
particular descriptively sufficient subcollection of flats. 
1. Introduction 
The essential flats have been observed by several authors to provide concise 
descriptions of matroids [l, 3-41. However, there is no known direct charac- 
terization of other fundamental properties of a matroid such as its independent 
sets, circuits, and so on in terms of its essential flats. 
In this paper we define a concept of descriptive sufficiency which characterizes 
subcollections of flats which directly identify the fundamental properties of a 
matroid by certain easily applied conditions. The smallest descriptively sufficient 
subcollection of flats is shown to consist of the closures of circuits, which we call 
circuitfluts. The collection of circuit flats always includes the essential flats, and in 
certain cases the circuit and essential flats are identical. A second descriptively 
sufficient family consists of the dependent nondecomposable flats (i.e., flats of the 
form Fi U F0 where Fi has cardinality 22 and is connected as a submatroid, and F0 
is the rank-0 flat). Section 4 illustrates the use of Hasse diagrams based on the 
circuit and dependent nondecomposable flats for depicting matroids. 
The identification of the essential flats and the related problem of constructing 
matroid erections are addressed in Section 5. Most existing constructions for the 
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erections of a rank-r matroid M defined on a finite set G initially form a family of 
‘generating’ sets from either the bases or hyperplanes of M. Then various 
operations are iteratively performed on the generating sets until the rank-r flats of 
an erection of M are obtained. (Such constructions are given in [5-7,9]. One 
exception is an algorithm of Nguyen [8] which iteratively constructs the 
dependent sets of erections of M from the bases of M.) For example, in order to 
obtain the free erection n;i of M, the algorithm of Knuth [5] first constructs the 
family 9* of all sets of the form F U {x} where F is a hyperplane of M and x E G. 
Pairs of elements of 9* are then successively replaced by their unions until 
A II B E C for some M-hyperplane C whenever A and B are distinct members of 
9*, at which point 9* contains the rank-r flats of k. In contrast to this approach, 
we present a construction which obtains the rank-r dependent nondecomposable 
flats of k as unions of dependent nondecomposable flats of M. This is 
particularly advantageous when a concise description of fi is desired and can 
provide a substantial simplification over existing methods when M contains a 
relatively small number of dependent nondecomposable flats. We use the 
proposed construction to identify the essential flats from the collection of 
dependent nondecomposable flats. A straightforward method for obtaining the 
dependent nondecomposable flats of other erections of M from ti is also 
presented. 
2. Terminology and notation 
A matroid M will be viewed as a pair (G, 9) consisting of a finite set G and a 
nonempty collection $ of subsets of G satisfying 
(i) IfZE9andZ’cZthenZ’ELJ, and 
(ii) If card(Z) = card(Z’) - 1 for I, I’ E 4 then there exists x E Z’\Z such that 
ZU{X}E.Y. 
The elements of 9 are the independent sets of M. The rank function of M will 
be denoted by r(e), or T,,,,(O) if necessary to avoid ambiguity. The closure of A E G 
is denoted cl(A), and M 1 A denotes the restriction of M to A. These and the 
following terms for matroids will be used as defined in Welsh [lo]: dependent set, 
basis, spanning set, circuit, flat, hyperplane, component, loop, isthmus, and 
connected set. 
The subsets A of G that contain the closures of all their subsets of cardinality 
not greater than k > 0 are said to be k-closed [l]. The intersection of all k-closed 
sets containing A G G is again k-closed and is called the k-closure of A. Note that 
k-closure generalizes the concept of closure, because A is closed if and only if it is 
k-closed for k = card(A). 
The k-truncation of a rank-r (k s r) matroid M is the matroid Mk = (G, 9’) 
where $’ consists of the elements of 4 with cardinality Sk. An erection of M is a 
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matroid M’ of rank cr + 1 such that the r-truncation of M’ is M. The collection 
of all erections of M is a lattice under the weak map partial order [l]. The 
minimal element of this lattice is M itself and is called the trivial erection; the 
maximal element is called the free erection of M. A flat A is essential if M 1 A has 
a nontrivial erection. A matroid is uniquely determined by its essential flats and 
their ranks [l], and the essential flats can be intuitively regarded as those flats 
whose existence as flats does not follow from the flats of lower rank [3-41. 
3. Descriptive sufficiency 
Let M = (G, 9) be a rank-r matroid, and let 9 denote a subcollection of the 
flats of M. Let % consist of the members of 9 of rank i for i = 0, 1, . . . , r, and 
set ~~,=~~UgU...U~forO~j G r. Also define 9(-,, = 0. When 9 is equal 
to the full collection of M-flats the basic properties of M can be easily determined 
from the 4 by several methods. In particular, a subset A of G containing t 
elements, 16 f < r, is independent if and only if 
card(A fl F) c r(F) for all F E %~,-lj, (1.1) 
and A is a circuit if and only if both (C.l) and (C.2) below are satisfied: 
A G F for some FE 9*-,, and (Cl) 
card(A fl F) s r(F) for all F E %c,_-2j. (C.2) 
The minimal spanning subsets of A can be determined from the % by successively 
removing elements of A as follows: 
Algorithm 3.1 (Construction of the minimal spanning subsets of A s G). 
Initialize j to 0 and A to A. 
Stepl: SetB=lJ{AnF:FE%andcard(AnF)>j}. 
Step 2: If B = 0 go to Step 3; otherwise, remove an arbitrary element of B 
from A and go to Step 1. 
Step 3: If j > card@) - 1 set a = A and stop. a is a minimal spanning subset 
of A. If j < card(A) - 1 increment j by 1 and go to Step 1. 
In the sequel we investigate proper subcollections of flats from which the 
independent sets, circuits, and minimal spanning subsets can be identified as 
indicated above. We begin by establishing an equivalence between (I.l), (C.l) 
and (C.2), and Algorithm 3.1. 
Proposition 3.1. Let 4 be an arbitrary collection of M-flats. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(I) The %j determine the independent sets of M by (1.1). 
(II) The 4 determine the circuits of M by (C.l) and (C.2). 
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(III) The 9$ determine the minimal spanning subsets of each A G G by 
Algorithm 3.1 (that is, the resulting A b always a minimal spanning subset of A 
and every minimal spanning subset of A can be produced by varying the elements 
that are eliminated in Step 2). 
Proof. (I)+ (II). Let A be a t-element (t 2 1) subset of G. When (I) is true, A is 
a circuit if and only if both 
(i) card(A n F) > r(F) for some F E %C(1_-1), and 
(ii) card(B n F) < r(F) for all B properly contained in A and F E 9C(cardCB)_-l). 
Note that if F E 9C;(r-2), then either A E F, in which case card(A rl F) > r(F) + 
1, or A c$ F, in which case card((A \ {x}) fl F) = card(A n F) for some x E A \ F. 
Thus if card(A tl F) > r(F) for some F E 9C(1-2), then card(A’ n F) > r(F) for 
some A’ properly contained in A. Therefore Condition (ii) implies 
(ii’) card(A tl F) s r(F) for all F E 9C;(r_-2). 
The converse is obvious. The result follows because the pair of Conditions 
(C.l) and (C.2) is equivalent to the pair (i) and (ii’). 
(II)+ (III). Assume (II) holds, and let A E G. The final A produced by 
Algorithm 3.1 satisfies card@ fl F) c r(F) for all F E $C;(r_l). Thus d contains no 
circuits by (II), and is therefore independent. It will follow that A is a minimal 
spanning subset of A if we can show that cl(A) = cl(A). Note that card@ n F) 6 
r(F) for all F E 9& when j is incremented to j + 1 in Step 3. Thus at this point in 
the algorithm A contains no circuits of rank C j. Suppose that j = s, 0 <s c t - 1, 
and consider an application of Step 2. If a E B, then a E A rl F for some F E .9$ 
such that card@ rl F) > r(F) = s. Since A contains no circuits of rank <s - 1, 
A tl F must contain a spanning circuit, and cl(A) = cl@\ {a}). Because this is true 
for each application of Step 2 an induction gives cl(A) = cl(A). 
To prove that every minimal spanning subset can be derived by Algorithm 3.1, 
it suffices to show that if A* is an arbitrary minimal spanning subset of A each 
application of Step 2 can be implemented so that A 2 A*. Clearly A 2 A* at the 
first implementation when A = A. Fix j and assume A 2 A * before a subsequent 
implementation of Step 2. If B = 0 there is nothing to prove, so assume 
card(A tl F) > j for some F E 4. But card(A* fl F) <r(F) = j, so an element of 
A \A * can be removed in Step 2. 
(III)+ (I). If A is independent, then card(A n F) <r(F) for all F c G, and 
thus for all FE .9$-I). If A is dependent, then A #A, so B # 0 for some 
application of Step 2 in Algorithm 3.1. Thus card(A fl F) > r(F) for some 
F E 9C(I-1). 0 
The implementations of Conditions (Ll), (C.l) and (C.2), and Algorithm 3.1 
each require the computation of at most card(9&) intersections. The bases of M 
can be determined from Algorithm 3.1 by taking A = G, and the rank of A E G 
can be obtained by noting that r(A) = card(A). These observations in conjunction 
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with Proposition 3.1 show that many properties of M can be directly identified 
from the 9$ when Statement (I) is true. This suggests the following definition. 
Definition 3.1. A subcollection 9 of M-flats is descriptively sz@cient for M if and 
only if Statement (I) (equivalently Statement (II) or (III)) is satisfied. 
Proposition 3.2 shows that the collection of circuit flats is the smallest 
descriptively sufficient collection of flats. 
Proposition 3.2. A subcollection 9 of M-flats is descriptively suficient for M if 
and only if it contains all of the circuit flats of M. 
Proof. Let 9 be descriptively sufficient for M. Condition (C.l) implies that if C is 
a circuit with s elements, then C G F for some F E .9S_1. But r(F) = s - 1, so 
F = cl(C). Thus any descriptively sufficient family contains the circuit flats. When 
4 is equal to the collection of circuit flats, then card(A tl F) s r(F) for all F in 9 
if and only if A contains no circuits. Hence (1.1) identifies the independent 
sets. Cl 
The utility of the circuit flats for describing the structure of M is further 
established by Proposition 3.3, which provides a direct condition for identifying 
the k-closed sets from any descriptively sufficient family. 
Proposition 3.3. Let 9 be a descriptively sufficient family of M-flats. Then A E G 
is k-closed in M if and only if 
(either F GA or r(A fl F) < r(F)) for all F E S(k). (F-1) 
Proof. +-: Let A be k-closed and assume that F $A for some F E SS, where 
s 6 k. Let a E F\A, and denote by B an independent spanning subset of A II F. 
We must have r(A f~ F) <s, for otherwise a would be dependent on the 
s-element set B. 
t: Assume A G G is not k-closed. Then there exists B cA and a E G\A with 
card(B) = s G k and a E cl(B). Thus {a} E Cc B U {a} for some circuit C. We 
have cl(C) $ A because a E cl(C) \A. Also 
r(A rl cl(C)) 3 r(A n C) = r(C\{a}) = r(cl(C)), 
where r(cl(C)) < k. Thus (F.l) does not hold when A is not k-closed. Cl 
If A c G has a cardinality of 1, then Proposition 3.3 shows that A is closed if 
and only if A satisfies (F.l) with k = t. Also, cl(A) is given by the union of A with 
those F E S$, such that r(A n F) = r(F). In order to obtain the k-closure of A for 
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k < t, for B E 2G define 
[A, CZ& = A U u {B E 93: r(A rl B) = r(B)}, (3.2) 
and for i 2 1, set [A, 91],+1 = [([A, S31i), %I],. Define [A, %I]= [A, 9Slk where 
k = min{i: [A, 94]i = [A, L%]i+l}. If 9 is descriptively sufficient [A, S&J1 is the 
union of the closures of the k-element subsets of A, and [A, 9&J is the k-closure 
of A. 
We complete this section by observing that any descriptively sufficient family of 
flats contains the essential flats. 
Proposition 3.4. For any matroid M the collection of essential flats is contained in 
the collection of circuit flats. 
Proof. Let A be a rank-t essential flat in M. Then M ( A has a nontrivial erection 
E of rank t + 1, so A contains a (t + 1)-element subset B which is independent in 
E. Thus B is a spanning circuit of M 1 A. 0 
The collection of essential flats is in general a proper subset of the collection of 
circuit flats, but the two collections are identical for certain matroids. In 
particular, equality holds if either FI G F2 or F2 c FI whenever FI and F2 are 
intersecting circuit flats. 
4. Pictorial descriptions 
Hasse diagrams based on descriptively sufficient families of flats can be 
employed to depict the structure of matroids. For example, the solidly circled 
nodes in Fig. 1 designate the circuit flats of a matroid with ground set G = (1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) and circuits {6,7}, {8,9}, (10, ll}, (12, 13}, 
{l,2,3,4), (1,2,5,6), {1,2,5,7), {3,4,5,6), {3,4,5,7}, {&lo, 12>, 
{8,10,13}, {9,10,12), (9,107 131, {8,11,12), {8,11,13}, {9,11,12}, 
e--_ 
4 , 
/‘1,2,3,4:x, 
3 
2 
1 
Fig. 1. 
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{9,11,13}. In addition, the node enclosed in dashed lines designates the set 
{ 1,2,3,4,5,6,7}, which is a dependent nondecomposable flat but not a circuit 
flat, and the nodes enclosed in boxes designate the flats consisting of a single 
element. The ranks of the flats are indicated by the vertical scale to the left of the 
diagram. 
Using the criteria of Section 3 the characteristics of a set A of interest can be 
determined from a visual inspection of the Hasse diagram by comparing the 
cardinalities of the intersections of A with the circuit flats to the heights of the 
corresponding nodes. For example, consider A = {3,4, 5, 6, 8, 9}. Observe that 
A is dependent because, for example, card(A tl{8,9}) = card({8,9}) = 2 > 
r((8, 9)) = 1. A is not a circuit since its elements are not contained in any of the 
nodes designating circuit flats, and A is not a flat because {6,7} $ A and 
r(A fl(6, 7)) = 1 = r((6, 7)). The minimal spanning subsets of A are formed by 
removing from A either (8) or (9) and one element of {3,4,5,6}. Hence 
r(A) = card(A) - 2 = 4. 
Although a matroid may contain more dependent nondecomposable flats than 
circuit flats, the difference between the cardinalities of these two families can be 
small and Hasse diagrams based on the dependent nondecomposable flats may in 
some instances give more intuitive depictions of the overall structure of a matroid 
[2]. In particular, the components of a matroid without loops or isthmuses are the 
maximal dependent nondecomposable flats. Thus the components of the matroid 
in Fig. 1 are (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) and (8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13). 
5. Matroid erections and the dependent nondecomposable flats 
Let 4 be the set of dependent nondecomposable flats of a rank-r matroid 
M = (G, 9). To simplify the presentation we will assume throughout this section 
that cl(O) = 0 so that a flat F belongs to 4 if and only if F = Cl U * * * U C, where 
the C; are circuits such that Ci n C,+r # 0 for i = 1, . . . , t - 1. We freely use the 
fact that the k-closure of A c G is identical in M and its free erection fi if 
k c r - 1, and will denote the closure of A in both M and fi by cl(A) when 
r,+,(A) s r - 1. The collection of dependent sets of an arbitrary matriod M’ will be 
denoted by 9(M’). For any collection of sets ti define d = {A E d: card(A) = i} 
andJB(i)=~‘Ud’U...U~~. 
We begin this section with a construction of the rank-r dependent nondecom- 
posable flats of M in terms of 5. Following the example of Nguyen [8], we rely 
heavily on the the observation that a collection 9 of nonnull subsets of G is the 
family of dependent sets of a matroid if and only if 9 satisfies (W.l) and (W.2) 
for each integer i, 1 c i s card(G). 
(W.l) If A G G contains i elements and A\ {x} E Biel for some x E A, then 
A E 9’. 
(W.2) Let card(A) = i - 1, A $ 9’-‘, and X, y E G. If A U {x} E Bai and A U 
{ y } E &, then each i-element set contained in A U {x} U { y} belongs to 9’. 
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prOposition 5.1. Let r (e) denote the rank function of M, and construct 3 US 
follows : 
Step 1. Set %= S~r-1j. 
Step 2. If A and B are distinct elements of 59 which satis& 
(a) AnBf0, 
(b) if either A or B belongs to $&-lj, then A U B $ C for any C E 3, and 
(c) r(A) + r(B) - r(A fl B) = r, 
then add A U B to % and 
(i) remove A from 3 if A $ f+--l); 
(ii) remove B from ‘3 if B 4 9+1,. 
Repeat Step 2 until every pair A, B E 3 violates at least one of (a), (b), or (c). 
Let 9 = $9 at the termination of the construction. Then g\ $C,_lj is the set of rank-r 
dependent nondecomposable flats of a. 
Proof. The construction must terminate in a finite number of steps because (i) 
Step 2 is applied at most one time to each pair A, B E 2%&-l), and (ii) if 
FE %\g&lj at any stage in the construction then any subsequent application of 
Step 2 involving F either replaces F with some F’ strictly including F or decreases 
the cardinality of %\ s&i). 
Observe that the M-closure of A U B belongs to g+i) if A, B E $, A fl B #8, 
and r(A U B) < r. Therefore, r(A U B) z r for any pair A, B E $Cr_l, which 
satisfies (a) and (b). Thus, if g\ 9+i) # 0, then r(F) = r for the set F formed by 
the first application of Step 2, and an induction implies that r(F) = r for all _ _ 
FE %\9$_1,. Hence {F E C?: r(F) < r} = $Cr_1,. Also, A $ B for any distinct 
A, B E ?$\$C;(r_lj since any such A and B would satisfy (a)-(c). 
Define 
3 = {A E G: either card(A) > r + 1 or card(A rl F) > r(F) for some F E %}. 
We require the following pair of lemmas. 
Lemma 5.1. C3 = 9(&i). 
Proof. We first prove that 9 = 9(M’) for some erection M’ of M. Condition 
(1.1) of Section 3 and the fact that r(M) = r imply that g’ = 9’(M) for 1 <i < r 
and r + 1 < i < card(G), Also, (W.l) is clearly satisfied for all i and 6% trivially 
satisfies (W.2) for i = card(G). Thus it suffices to show that $?? satisfies (W.2) for 
i = r + 1 where r < card(G) - 2. Let A G G with card(A) = r and suppose A $ C?J~ 
but A U {x} E i?J’+’ and A U {y} E Dr+l for some distinct x, y E G. Let Ci and C2 
beminimalelementsof~suchthat{x}~C,c{x}UAand{y}~C~~{y}UA. 
Note that A is independent in M and that C1 and C2 are M-circuits. Condition 
(W.2) holds if C1 fl Cz = 0 because any (r + l)-element subset of A U {x} U {y} 
then contains either Ci or Cz. If C1 fl C2 # 0 and Ci U C, does not contain A, 
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then r(Ci U C,) <r and cl(C, UC,) E %cr-lj. All subsets of C1 U C2 with 
card(C, U C,) - 1 elements must then belong to 3 because r(C, U C,) = 
card(C1 U C,) - 2, and (W.2) follows. This leaves the case C, fl C*# 0 and 
C,UC,=AU{x}U{y}. If ClflA and CZflA are both proper subsets of A, 
then Fl = cl(C1) and F2 = cl(&) belong to !%c7-1,. Note that 
r = r(F, U F,) = card(F, fJ A) + card(F, fl A) - card(tj; n F2 rl A) 
z= r(FJ + r(F,) - r(F, n FJ. 
The reverse inequality follows from the submodularity of r(.) so we have that 
r(F,) + r(F2) - r(F, n F2) = r. Therefore Fl U F2 is contained in an element of _ - 
%\ 9c(r-1j. Thus all (r + 1)-element subsets of Fl U F2, and consequently of 
A U {x} U {y}, belong to g. Finally, if C1 = A U {x}, then C, c Fl for some 
Fl E @\&_1,. Also C2 E F2 E d where r(F2) = card(&) - 1. But then Fl U F2 must 
be contained in an element of s\&,, because 
r(F,) + r(F2) - r(F, fl F2) = r + (card(C,) - 1) - (card(&) - 1) = r, 
and again (W.2) holds. This establishes that 3 = 9(M’) for some erection M’ of 
M. 
We next show that g E 9(M). It suffices to prove that .G%+’ G S(fi). We 
proceed by induction. Let 
$?$k;l= {A 5 G: card(A n F) > r(F) for some F E Se> 
after the kth application of Step 2. Each element of g:O;’ contains an 
M-dependent set of rank 6 r - 1, so g$jl c 9(k). Suppose that g)ik;l G .9(a) and 
that the (k + 1)st application of Step 2 adds F = A U B to 93 where A and B satisfy 
(a)-(c). Because gsl;c,!,,\ g)ik;’ consists of (r + 1)-element subsets of F, it will 
follow that g[k=lll E S(a) if r&F) s r. The induction hypothesis implies r&A) = 
r(A), r&B) = r(B) and ra(A fl B) = r(A n B). Therefore 
r&F) s r&A) + t-M(B) - rG(A fl B) = r(A) + r(B) - r(A n B) = r. 
This establishes that 6% c_ 9(M). Lemma 5.1 follows because 9(fi) is minimal 
over all erections of M. •i 
Lemma 5.2. The elements of %\$t”(r_lj are closed in k. 
_ - 
Proof. Suppose that F E ~\~&-1,, xtzG\F, and {x}GCG{X}UF for some 
a-circuit C. Then C GH for some HE %!I with r(H) = card(C) - 1 because 
g = 9(a). But r(F) + r(H) - r(F n H) = r, which produces a contradiction since 
it implies that F U H is contained in an element of 9. 0 
_ - 
Returning to the main proposition, Lemma 5.2 implies that %\%+i, is 
contained in the family of rank-r dependent nondecomposable flats of M because 
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M = Mr and each element of 3 is a nondisjoint union of M-circuits of 
cardinality 6 r. Conversely, 9 U {G} is descriptively sufficient for M because 
9 = 9(M), and g\@+i) therefore contains the rank-r circuit flats of M. If F is a 
rank-r dependent nondecomposable flat of M which does not contain an 
(r + I)-element M-circuit, then F is the (r - 1)-closure of a spanning independent 
subset A of F. Thus F = C1 U - . + U C, where the C, are M (and M) circuits such 
that Ci fl Ci+i f O, i = 1, . . . , t - 1, and card(C fl A) = card(C) - 1~ r - 1 for 
i=l,... , t. Let s be maximal such that C, U. . . U C, $A. Set FI = cl(Ci U 
- - * U C,) and F2 = cl(C,+,). Then F,, F2 E Z%cr-l, and FI rl F,fB. Also, r(F,) = 
card(A rl F,), r(F2) = card(A n F2), and card(A n FI n F,) s r(F, n F,). Hence 
r(F,) + r(FJ - r(F, fl F,) = r by previous arguments. Consequently Step 2 implies 
that FI U F2 G F* for some F* E g\ $cr_l,. But F* is M-closed by Lemma 5.2, so 
F = F* because FI U F2 G F and r&F, U F,) = rM(F*) = rk(F). Therefore %\9c(r_1) 
is the set of rank-r dependent nondecomposable flats of ii?. Cl (Proposition 
5.1) 
We remark that the rank function r(-) of M can be determined from &_,) by 
Algorithm 3.1, so our construction truly depends only on g+i,. Also, G is a 
rank-(r + 1) dependent nondecomposable flat in M if and only if the sum of the 
ranks of the maximal elements of 3 is greater than r + 1 less the cardinality of 
{wieG:xi$Fforany FE~&~)}. 
Proposition 5.2. Let $k denote the set of rank-k dependent nondecomposable flats 
of the free erection A& of Mk (1 s k s r). Then the rank-k essential flats of M are 
the elements of & \ 4. 
Proof. If F E .$$ an application of the construction of Proposition 5.1 to M 1 F 
shows that F is a rank-k dependent nondecomposable flat of the free erection of 
M ( F, and therefore that F is not an essential flat of M. Since 4 contains the 
essential flats of M the proof will be completed by showing that any member of 
Sk\& is an essential flat of M. Note that if F E 4 does not contain a 
(k + I)-element M-circuit, then F is the (k - 1)-closure (in M and M) of some 
k-element subset B of F. But the closure of any set in the free erection of a 
matroid is contained in the closure of that set in any other erection [l], so F must 
be the &-closure of B and F E $j,. Thus if F E $\ 4 then F contains a 
(k + 1)-element circuit C. Let H denote the &-closure of C. Observe that H c ,” 
We claim that r&F) = k + 1. For if rGk(F) = k, then we would have H E 4 and 
r&F) = rMk(H). This implies F = H, which contradicts F E 4 \ Sk’,. M ) F must 
therefore have a nontrivial erection, and F is an essential flat of M. 0 
Proposition 5.2 implies that the rank-k essential flats of M can be determined 
from $?$, by applying the construction of Proposition 5.1 to Mk to produce 4, 
and then obtaining Sk\&. Repeating this process for k = 1, . . _ , r gives the 
complete collection of essential flats. 
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Example 5.1. Consider the rank-4 matroid M whose dependent nondecom- 
posable flats and rank-l flats are depicted in Fig. 2. To obtain the rank-4 
dependent nondecomposable flats of A? by the construction of Proposition 5.1, 
note that {{1,2,3,4,5}, {3,4,5,6,7,8}}, {{1,2,3,4,5}, {5,6,7}}, and 
{{1,2,3], {3,4,5,6,8)] are the only pairs of elements of $@) with a nonnull 
intersection whose union is not contained in some element of &. Working with 
the first of these pairs, we find that 
r((1, 2, 3, 4, 5)) + r((3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)) - r((3, 4, 5)) = 3 + 3 - 2 = 4, 
so %= $&) U { (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)) after the first application of Step 2. The 
construction now terminates because A U B G F for some F E 59 whenever 
A rl B #O. Hence (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, S} is the only rank-4 dependent 
nondecomposable flat of k. Proposition 5.2 thus implies that {G} = &\ & is a 
rank-4 essential flat of M. To obtain 4 not that the only pairs of elements of $& 
with nonnull intersections are {{1,2,3}, {3,4,5}} and {{3,4,5}, {5,6,7}}. 
Since 
r({l, 2,3)) + r({3,4,5)) - r((3)) = r({3,4,5}) + r({5,6,7}) - r((5)) = 3, 
two applications of Step 2 of Proposition 5.1 to M3 show that 4 = { (1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, 
(3, 4, 5, 6, 7}}, and the rank-3 essential flats are the elements of 4\& = ((3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, S}, (9, 10, 11, 12, 13)). Because %o, = 0 we have !@* = 0. Thus the set of 
rank-2 essential flats is $, and there are no rank-l essential flats. The complete 
collection of essential flats is therefore 4\ { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). •i 
We next consider erections of M other than fi. Let 8 = {E,, E2, . . . , Es} be a 
specified collection of (r + 1)-element subsets of G, and let &I(%) be the matroid 
of rank s r + 1 such that 
(i) g@‘(fi( 8)) = &“(&I), and 
(ii) V’(fi(8)) is th e minimal collection of (r + 1)-element subsets of G which 
contains 8 and satisfies (W.l) and (W.2) for i = I + 1. 
Nguyen [S] shows that &I(??) is well defined and is, roughly speaking, the 
‘freest’ erection of M whose dependent sets contain the members of 8. Note that 
Fig. 2. 
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an arbitrary erection fi* of M is given by M(8) when % designates the 
(r + 1)-element circuits of ti*. Proposition 5.3 provides a convenient method of 
obtaining the rank-r dependent nondecomposable flats of fi( %) from $+r, when 
c%~ is available. 
Proposition 5.3. Let 8 be as speci.ed above and set 9:’ = 9,. For i = 1, . . . , s do 
the following : 
Zf card(Ei II F) > TM(F) for some F E @i-” U .$~(r--l~, define 9:’ = @-‘I. 
Otherwise let ET = [Ei, (@:-‘I U %&_1,)] (this notation was defined at the end of 
Section 3), and let @:I consist of the maximal elements of {EjC} U @be”. 
Then 9;’ consists of the rank-r dependent nondecomposable flats of M( 8). 
Proof. The result is based on the equivalence s(fi(8)) = g(E) where 
g(S) = {A c_ G: either card(A) > r + 1 or card(A n F) > TM(F) 
for some FE %Cr_l, U @I} r f 
The details are similar to parts of the proof of Proposition 5.1 and are 
omitted. Cl 
We remark that for each i E (1, . . . , s}, [Ei, (@ri-‘l U .5%&1J] is the r-closure of 
Ei in the erection of M whose rank-r dependent nondecomposable flats are the 
elements of p-l1 r . 
Example 5.2. We obtain the rank-4 dependent nondecomposable flats of a(%‘) 
where M is given in Fig. 2 and % = {{ 1,2,3,8,9}, {3,5,6,9,12}}. From 
the preceding example we have $2’ = $ = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, S}. Since 
{1,2,3} E .$ and card(E, fl (1, 2, 3)) = 3 > r({l, 2, 3)) = 2, $!,‘I = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8). E2 satisfies card(E, n F) 6 r(F) for all F E .?& U @!I, and Ez = (3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 12) because 
r(EZ fl(3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)) = r((3, 5, 6)) = 3 = r((3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)). 
Thus the rank-4 dependent nondecomposable flats of I$?($) are (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8) and {3,4,5,6,7,8,9,12}. 
For one final application, let 8 denote a collection of subsets of G whose 
members may have any cardinality greater than 1. The dependent nondecom- 
posable flats of a matroid M(g) based on $?’ can be produced ‘one rank at a time’ 
as follows. Let Mrll denote the rank-l matroid (G, .&,), where $tII = {{x}: x E G}. 
Next employ Proposition 5.3 to construct the dependent nondecomposable flats 
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of Mr2, = i$11(@Y2) where fi,,1(~2) is the freest erection of Mrll whose dependent 
sets include the elements of ‘iX?*. Similarly construct the dependent nondecom- 
- posable flats of M ,31 = M,,,( g3). Continue in this fashion until all t-element subsets 
of Mrll are dependent, and set M(g) = Mrrl. Note that M(g) is maximal in the 
weak map partial order subject to the constraint that its dependent sets include 
the elements of g. (See [8] for a related construction for the dependent sets of 
M@).) 
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